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In this paper, we consider the problem of clustering a set of n ﬁnite point-sets in d-
dimensional Euclidean space. Different from the traditional clustering problem (called
points clustering problem where the to-be-clustered objects are points), the point-sets
clustering problem requires that all points in a single point-set be clustered into the same
cluster. This requirement disturbs the metric property of the underlying distance function
among point-sets and complicates the clustering problem dramatically. In this paper, we
use a number of interesting observations and techniques to overcome this diﬃculty. For the
k-center clustering problem on point-sets, we give an O (m+n logk)-time 3-approximation
algorithm and an O (km)-time (1 + √3 )-approximation algorithm, where m is the total
number of input points and k is the number of clusters. When k is a small constant, the
performance ratio of our algorithm reduces to (2 + ) for any  > 0. For the k-median
problem on point-sets, we present a polynomial time (3 + )-approximation algorithm.
Our approaches are rather general and can be easily implemented for practical purpose.
© 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
Clustering is a fundamental problem in computational geometry and ﬁnds numerous applications in many different
ﬁelds such as data mining, image processing, and pattern classiﬁcation and recognition [6,9,12,15,18]. Extensive research
has been done on investigating theoretically or practically eﬃcient approaches for solving many variants of this problem,
and a number of interesting results have been obtained in recent years. Among these variants, the Euclidean k-center
problem and Euclidean k-median problem (of points) have received considerable attentions [1–5,7,8,11,17] from the ﬁelds
of computational geometry and combinatorial optimization. In both problems, a set P of n points in Euclidean space Rd
and an integer k are given as input. The Euclidean k-center problem seeks a set of k congruent balls of minimum radius to
cover P , while the Euclidean k-median problem is to determine k center points in Rd so that the total distance between
each point in P to its closest center point is minimized. For the Euclidean k-center problem, the best known algorithm for
arbitrary k is an O (n logk)-time 2-approximation algorithm [11,17] which uses a farthest-point approach to obtain the k
clusters. When k is a constant, Ba˘doiu et al. showed that a (1+ )-approximation can be achieved in O (2O (k logk/)dn) time
[3,4]. It has also been shown that approximating the Euclidean k-center problem (for arbitrary k) within any ratio smaller
than 1.822 [8] is NP-hard. For the Euclidean k-median problem, there are (1 + )-approximation algorithms with running
time O (ρn(logn) logk) [13] and O (n + ρkO (1) logO (1) n) [16] respectively, where ρ = exp[O ((1 + log1/)/)d−1] and  is
any positive small constant. The success of the above approximation algorithms for the k-center and k-median problems of
points relies on a key fact that the distances among the set of points satisfy the triangle inequality.
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problem on point-sets (denoted as KCS) and k-median problem on point-sets (denoted as KMS) respectively, in d-dimensional
Euclidean space Rd . In both problems, we are given as input a family of point-sets S1, S2, . . . , Sn in Rd space and an integer
k  1. The objective of the KCS problem is to ﬁnd k congruent balls of minimum radius, B∗1, B∗2, . . . , B∗k , so that for every
point-set Si , 1  i  n, there exists a ball B∗ji containing all points in Si . For the KMS problem, the objective is to ﬁnd k
points (called centers), c∗1, c∗2, . . . , c∗k , and an assignment of the n point-sets to the k centers so that the total connection (or
assignment) cost of the n point-sets to their corresponding centers is minimized, where the connection cost of a point-set
Si to a center c∗j is the sum of the distance between each point in Si and c
∗
j (i.e.,
∑
x∈Si d(x, c
∗
j )). For the KCS problem,
we notice that although in this paper we use a set of discrete points to represent each to-be-clustered object, the object
itself could be continuous and its point-set can choose either the vertices on the convex hull or the vertices deﬁning the
minimum enclosing ball of the object.
The problem of clustering point-sets is motivated by a number of applications in several applied areas such as image
processing, data mining, pattern recognition and classiﬁcation. In these areas, it is quite common that the to-be-clustered
objects are not points but irregular shapes. To cluster such objects using algorithms like k-center clustering, it is often in-
suﬃcient to consider only one representative point from each object. Instead, one needs to consider multiple representative
points (e.g., we may take as representative points the vertices of the object or the vertices of the convex hull of the object)
and treat them as a point-set when clustering these objects. For example, to study replication or transcription patterns in
cell nucleus, a key step is to cluster a set of chromatin foci into certain genomic functional domains [19]. In microscopic
images, each chromatin focus is a 3D polyhedron of arbitrary shape, and thus needs to be treated as a point-set (i.e., taking
the vertices of each chromatin focus and forming a point-set) for clustering. There are also scenarios in which some partial
clustering information might be known in advance and needs to be preserved during the process of clustering. For instance,
in the area of pattern recognition and classiﬁcation, a commonly encountered problem is to cluster objects in feature space
to identify possible patterns. Each object is represented as a point in the feature space. It is possible that some objects may
be known to share certain pattern and therefore are expected to be clustered into the same class. In such applications, the
clustering algorithm has to treat all points sharing a known pattern as a point-set.
The point-sets clustering problem is a novel NP-hard problem. To our best knowledge, no previous algorithm with quality
guarantee exists for this problem. A possible reason is that the distance function among point-sets (or centers) is no longer
metric. But all existing quality-guaranteed algorithms require that the distance function be metric [14]. The loss of metric
property complicates the clustering problem dramatically. As a tempting solution, one might think of deﬁning a new metric
among the point-sets and using the deﬁned metric to derive approximation algorithms. However, since the point-sets could
have arbitrary distributions in the space and the convex hulls of the point-sets could overlap with each other, it is very
diﬃcult, if not impossible, to ﬁnd a metric for the point-sets which could serve the purpose of the KCS and KMS problems.
To overcome the diﬃculty of losing metric property, in this paper we develop a uniﬁed approach to solve the afore-
mentioned problems. Our approach ﬁrst uses a simple shape to capture the “shape” and “position” of each point-set, and
then selects representative points from each simple shape. The representative points are expected to “well preserve” certain
crucial information, such as the position and size, of the point-sets. With the set of representative points, our approach
then solves the problems using the induced metric distance function by the representative points. Combining this approach
with several other interesting techniques, we present in this paper several eﬃcient approximation algorithms for the two
problems. More speciﬁcally, for the KCS problem, we give an O (m+n logk)-time 3-approximation algorithm and an O (km)-
time (1+ √3)-approximation algorithm for point-sets in constant dimensional space, where m is the total number of input
points. When the dimension is high, the running time of our algorithms can be reduced to O (dm/ + n/5 + dnk) and
O (dm/ + n/5 + dkn) respectively by increasing the performance ratio of each algorithm by a factor of  . When k is a
small constant, we show that there exists an O (dm/ + 2O (k logk/)dn + (1/)5n)-time (2 + )-approximation algorithm for
the KCS problem. For the KMS problem, we present a (3 + )-approximation algorithm. Most of our approximation algo-
rithms are simple and can be easily implemented for practical applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our 3-approximation algorithm for the KCS
problem. In Section 3, we present our improved approximation for the KCS problem. Section 4 discusses our algorithm for
the KMS problem.
2. A simple 3-approximation algorithm
Let S1, S2, . . . , Sn be the n input point-sets, and B∗1, B∗2, . . . , B∗k be the k balls of radius r
∗ in an optimal solution to the
KCS problem.
We start from estimating the lower bound of r∗ . We achieve the ﬁrst lower bound of r∗ by comparing r∗ with the
radius of the minimum enclosing ball of each point-set Si . Let Bi = B(ci, ri) be the minimum enclosing ball of point-set Si
centered at ci and with radius ri . Lemma 1 shows the relation between r∗ and ri .
Lemma 1. r∗  ri for 1 i  n.
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a ball B∗ji containing Si . Thus, B
∗
ji
is an enclosing ball of Si . This implies that r∗  ri since ri is the radius of the minimum
enclosing ball of Si . 
Before we continue the description and analysis of our algorithm, we need several lemmas. Lemma 2 is ﬁrst proved
in [10].
Lemma 2. Let B = B(c, r) be a minimum enclosing ball of a point-set S ⊆ Rd, then any closed half space that contains the center of B,
must also contains at least one point from S that is at distance r from the center of B.
Lemma 2 is used to prove Lemma 3 which plays a key role in our approximation algorithm. Lemma 3 enables us to
simplify the point-set Si by its minimum enclosing ball Bi = B(ci, ri) and to represent it by a single point ci without
increasing the radius of the constructed balls by too much.
Lemma 3. Let S be an arbitrary point-set and B = B(c, r) be its minimum enclosing ball. Let B ′ = B(c′, r′) be another ball. If S ⊆ B ′ ,
then c ∈ B ′ .
Proof. Let P be the hyperplane passing through point c and perpendicular to the line segment c′c. There are two closed
half-spaces associated with the hyperplane P . Let H be the closed half-space which does not contain c′ . Since the line
segment c′c is perpendicular to P , we have dist(c′, c) dist(c′, y), ∀y ∈ H , where dist() is the Euclidean distance between
two points. From Lemma 2, we know that there is at least one point of S which also lies in the closed half-space H . Let p
be such a point. Since p ∈ H , we have
dist(c′, c) dist(c′, p).
Also since p ∈ S and S ⊆ B ′ , we have
dist(c′, p) r′.
Combining the above two inequalities, we have dist(c′, c) r′ . This means c ∈ B ′ . 
Now, we are ready to present our algorithm. Our algorithm ﬁrst computes the minimum enclosing ball B(ci, ri) for every
point-set Si . Let CB = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} be the set of centers of the n minimum enclosing balls. Then, we use the farthest-point
method, which was ﬁrst given in [11] for the Euclidean k-center points clustering problem, to obtain k centers for the KCS
problem. More speciﬁcally, we compute the centers of the k clustering balls as follows. (i) We ﬁrst choose an arbitrary point
ci1 in CB as the center of the ﬁrst clustering ball. (ii) Let ci1 , ci2 , . . . , ci j be the determined centers of the ﬁrst j clustering
balls for 1 j < k; Select ci j+1 as the center of the ( j + 1)-th clustering ball which is the farthest point in CB \ {ci1 , . . . , ci j }
from the closest point in {ci1 , . . . , ci j }, i.e., ci j+1 is the point realizing the following value,
max
cp∈CB\{ci1 ,...,ci j }
j
min
r=1 dist(cp, cir ).
Once the k centers are selected, we partition the n point-sets into clusters in the following way. Cluster C j contains all Sl
whose center cl of the minimum enclosing ball B(cl, rl) is closer to ci j than to any of the other k−1 centers. Corresponding
to each cluster C j , there is a clustering ball B j which contains all the minimum enclosing balls in C j . Clearly, the radius of
the resulting clustering balls is r = maxnj=1(dist(c j, ciσ( j) ) + r j).
Theorem 1. There is an O (m + n logk) time 3-approximation algorithm for the KCS problem, where m =∑nj=1 |S j |.
Proof. Let B∗1, B∗2, . . . , B∗k be the k clustering balls in an optimal solution and r
∗ be their radius. Let C = {ci1 , ci2 , . . . , cik }
be the set of k centers selected by the above algorithm, and r be the radius of the k clustering balls. For an arbitrary
point-set S j , let B(c j, r j) be its minimum enclosing ball and ciσ( j) be the closest neighbor of c j in C . From the above
algorithm, we know that r = maxnj=1(dist(c j, ciσ( j) ) + r j). Let Sm be the point-set which maximizes the value of r (i.e., r =
dist(cm, ciσ(m) ) + rm). By Lemma 1, we know that rm  r∗ . Thus, to prove that the above algorithm yields a 3-approximation,
we only need to show that dist(cm, ciσ(m) )  2r∗ . Notice that we can assume that cm /∈ C since otherwise cm = ciσ(m) and
dist(cm, ciσ(m) ) = 0 2r∗ .
From Lemma 3, we know that CB = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} ⊆⋃ki=1 B∗i . Thus,
C = {ci1 , ci2 , . . . , cik } ⊆
k⋃
B∗i .
i=1
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optimal clustering ball B∗l containing at least two points cip and ciq in C with p < q  k; (2) Each optimal clustering ball
B∗j , 1 j  k, contains exactly one center in C .
We ﬁrst show for case (1) that the inequality dist(cm, ciσ(m) ) 2r∗ is true.
From the assumption about B∗l , we have
min
{
dist(ci1 , ciq ),dist(ci2 , ciq ), . . . ,dist(ciq−1 , ciq )
}
 dist(cp, cq) 2r∗.
The ﬁrst inequality is due to the fact that cq is selected after cp as the center of the q-th clustering ball by the farthest-
point method, and the second inequality is because both cp and cq are inside the optimal clustering ball B∗l . Also since the
farthest-point method selects cq over cm as the center of the q-th clustering ball, we have
min
{
dist(ci1 , cm),dist(ci2 , cm), . . . ,dist(ciq−1 , cm)
}
min
{
dist(ci1 , ciq ),dist(ci2 , ciq ), . . . ,dist(ciq−1 , ciq )
}
.
Combining the above two inequalities, we have
dist(cm, ciσ(m) ) = min
{
dist(cm, ci1),dist(cm, ci2), . . . ,dist(cm, cik )
}
min
{
dist(cm, ci1),dist(cm, ci2), . . . ,dist(cm, ciq−1)
}
min
{
dist(ci1 , ciq ),dist(ci2 , ciq ), . . . ,dist(ciq−1 , ciq )
}
 2r∗.
For case (2), by the fact that CB = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} ⊆⋃ki=1 B∗i , we know that there exists a ball B∗j containing cm . Since
B∗j contains at least one center point, say cip , in C , dist(cm, cip )  2r∗ . Thus dist(cm, ciσ(m) )  dist(cm, cim )  2r∗ , and the
performance ratio of the algorithm is 3.
As for the running time, we know that computing the minimum enclosing ball B(ci, ri) for point-set Si takes O (|Si |) time
in any constant dimensional space. The remaining steps of the algorithm takes O (n logk) by using a similar implementation
as in [8]. 
Remark. The above proof can be simpliﬁed by using Lemma 3 in a different way. We give here a slightly longer version of
the proof since it give some insights for us to derive an improved approximation algorithm in the next subsection.
3. A (1+ √3)-approximation algorithm
In this section, we show how to further improve the performance ratio of our algorithm for the KCS problem to (1+√3).
One major problem of the previous approach is that we use the maximum radius of the minimum enclosing balls as
the lower bound, which could be very loose in many cases. To ﬁx this problem, one way is to use a larger lower bound
to estimate the performance ratio when the minimum enclosing balls are too small comparing to the optimal clustering
balls. This requires us to have certain information about the lower and/or upper bounds of the optimal solution. Ideally, we
should be able to answer the decision version of the KCS problem: For a given value δ, are there k balls of radius δ such that
each point-set is contained in one of the k balls? However since the KCS problem is NP-hard, answering this decision problem
accurately could be as hard as solving the KCS problem.
To overcome this diﬃculty, our main idea is to design a heuristic procedure as an oracle to answer the decision problem
with one-side errors. More speciﬁcally, when the oracle says “yes” to the decision problem, its answer is always correct
and the heuristic procedure returns k congruent balls of radius δ to cover all point-sets. However, when the oracle says
“no”, its answer may be incorrect. In this case, there may still be k balls covering the point-sets. But we are not trying to
determine the existence of such a set of balls as its computation might be too expensive. Instead, we use the information
derived from the “no” answer to obtain a better lower bound for the optimal solution, and use this bound to achieve a
better performance ratio.
Our main idea for designing the oracle is to group neighboring point-sets and see whether we can form k clusters of
radius δ. To implement this idea, we use the following procedure called Merging-K -Clusters(S, B,k).
Let B(ci, ri) be the minimum enclosing ball of point-set Si , and R = max1in ri be the radius of the largest minimum
enclosing ball. Let λ > 0 be some constant to be determined later.
1. Label each Si as unmerged and set j to 1.
2. Repeat the following merging procedure k times unless all point-sets have merged.
(a) Arbitrarily pick an unmerged point-set Si j .
(b) Mark each Sl as merged if Sl ⊆ B(ci j , (1+ λ)R).
(c) Increase j by 1.
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After the execution of the above procedure, two cases may occur: (a) All point-sets are marked as merged; (b) There is
still some unmerged point-set.
For case (a), we have the following simple lemma.
Lemma 4. If all point-sets are merged after the execution of Merging-K -Clusters(S, B,k), there are k balls of radius (1+ λ)R covering
all point-sets.
For case (b), although we cannot ﬁnd k balls of radius (1+λ)R to cover all point-sets, we are able to derive the following
lower bound of the optimal solution r∗ .
Lemma 5. If there is any unmerged point-set after the execution of Merging-K -Clusters(S, B,k), then r∗  (1+ λ)R/2.
Proof. Let Sik+1 be any unmerged point-set after the execution of Merging-K -Clusters(S, B,k). We consider the placement
of point-sets Si1 , Si2 , . . . , Sik+1 in the k optimal clustering balls B
∗
1, B
∗
2, . . . , B
∗
k , where Si1 , Si2 , . . . , Sik are the k point-sets
selected by Merging-K -Clusters(S, B,k). Clearly since we have k+1 point-sets and k balls, there exist two different point-sets
Si j and Si j′ , 1 j < j
′  k + 1, such that both of them fall in the same optimal ball, say B∗q (see Fig. 1(a)).
By the deﬁnition of Si1 , Si2 , . . . , Sik , Sik+1 , we know that Si j′ \ B(ci j , (1 + λ)R) = ∅, since otherwise Si j′ will be marked
as merged after the j-th iteration of Merging-K -Clusters(S, B,k) and will not be selected by the procedure. Thus, we can
choose a point pi j′ ∈ Si j′ \ B(ci j , (1 + λ)R). Let H be a hyperplane passing through ci j and perpendicular to line segment
pi j′ ci j . Let H
+ be the closed half-space delimited by H and not containing pi j′ , and H
− be the other closed half-space of H
and containing pi j′ . By Lemma 2, we know that there exists a point pi j ∈ (Si j ∩ H+ (see Fig. 1(b) for an example). It is easy
to see that |pi j′ pi j | |pi j′ ci j | (1+ λ)R .
Since both pi j′ and pi j are in the optimal clustering ball B
∗
q and |pi j′ pi j | (1+ λ)R , the radius r∗ of B∗q must be no less
than
|pi j′ pi j |
2 . 
Since in case (b) we still have not yet obtained k balls covering all point-sets, we use the farthest-point method to select
centers of the k clustering balls. Below are the main steps of our algorithm.
1. Compute the minimum enclosing ball B(ci, ri) for each point-set Si . Let R = maxni=1 ri .
2. Run procedure Merging-K -Cluster(S, B, K ).
3. If all point-sets are merged, output the k centers ci1 , . . . , cik selected by Merging-K -Cluster(S, B, K ).
4. Otherwise, apply the farthest-point method on points c1, c2, . . . , cn and output the k selected points.
5. Assign each point-set S j to the cluster centered at ciσ( j) , the closest center point to c j .
Theorem 2. There is an O (km)-time (1+ √3 )-approximation algorithm for the KCS problem.
Proof. If all point-sets are merged after the execution of the procedure Merging-K -Cluster(S, B, K ), we have found k balls
of radius no larger than (1+ λ)R . By Lemma 1, we have R  r∗ . Thus, we have k balls of radius no larger than (1+ λ)r∗ .
If there exists some unmerged point-set after the execution of Merging-K -Cluster(S, B, K ), then the k clustering balls are
determined by the farthest-point method. By Theorem 1, we know that the k balls computed by the farthest point method
have radius no larger than 2r∗ + R . By Lemma 5, we have r∗  (1 + λ)R/2. Hence, the k clustering balls have radius no
larger than (2+ 2 )r∗ .(1+λ)
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2
(1+λ) )r
∗}, which reaches its minimum (1+ √3)r∗ when λ = √3. 
3.1. Further improvements
The constants hidden in the running time of the previous two algorithms depend on the dimensionality d. This is mainly
due to the computation of the minimum enclosing balls for the n point-sets. To lower the level of dependence on d, we
apply the algorithm in [3] to compute a (1 + )-approximation for each minimum enclosing ball, and use the approximate
balls for clustering. This brings the running time to O (dm/ +n/5 +dnk) and O (dm/ +n/5 +dkn), and the performance
ratios to (3+ ) and (1+ √3+ ) respectively.
We can also use the core-set concept [4] to ﬁnd a (1+ )-approximate Euclidean k-center clustering in O (2O (k logk/)dn)-
time [3,4]. If we apply such algorithms on points c1, c2, . . . , cn to obtain approximate clustering centers, the radius of the
resulted clustering balls is less than (1+)OPT(c1, . . . , cn)+ R . Therefore, we achieve an O (dm/ +2O (k logk/)dn+ (1/)5n)-
time algorithm with a performance ratio of (2+ ). Note that this algorithm works well only when k is a small constant.
4. Approximation algorithm for the KMS problem
In this section, we consider the KMS problem (i.e. k-median clustering problem on point-sets). We start with some
deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 1. Let S be a point-set and c be a center point in Rd . The cost of connecting S to c is deﬁned as cost(S, c) =∑
p∈S dist(p, c), the cost of connecting S to a set C of centers is cost(S,C) = minc∈C cost(S, c), and the cost of connecting n
point-sets S1, S2, . . . , Sn to a set C of centers is cost(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,C) =∑nj=1 cost(S j,C).
In the KMS problem, the input is a family of n point-sets, S1, S2, . . . , Sn , in Rd and an integer k  1, and the objective
is to ﬁnd k points, denoted by C = {c1, c2, . . . , ck}, such that cost(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,C) = minK⊆Rd; |K |=k cost(S1, S2, . . . , Sn, K ).
Let costopt(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,k) = minK⊆Rd; |K |=k cost(S1, S2, . . . , Sn, K ) be the optimal cost of the KMS problem on point-sets
S1, S2, . . . , Sn .
Lemma 6. Let mi be the Euclidean 1-median of point-set Si . Then,
∑n
i=1 cost(Si,mi) costopt(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,k).
Proof. Let c1, . . . , ck be the k-medians in an optimal solution to the KMS problem of point-sets S1, S2, . . . , Sn . Assume
that Si is connected to c ji in the optimal solution. Since mi is the 1-median of point-set Si , we have
∑
p∈Si dist(p,mi) ∑
p∈Si dist(p, c ji ). Summing over all 1 i  n, we have
∑n
i=1 cost(Si,mi) costopt(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,k). 
Corollary 1. Let m′i be the 1-median of point-set Si generated by a r1-approximation algorithm for the 1-median problem. Then,∑n
i=1 cost(Si,m′i)/r1  costopt(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,k).
To derive a good solution to the KMS problem, we associate with each median point mi a weight (or multiplic-
ity) |Si | (see Fig. 2). Let P = {(m1, |S1|), . . . , (mn, |Sn|)} be a set of weighted points. Similarly, we can deﬁne P ′ =
{(m′1, |S1|), . . . , (m′n, |Sn|)} to be another set of weighted points. The following lemma lower bounds the cost of an opti-
mal solution.
Lemma 7. Let OPT(P ,k) and OPT(P ′,k) be the optimal cost of the Euclidean k-median problem on the sets of points P and P ′ respec-
tively. Then, OPT(P ,k) 2× costopt (S1, S2, . . . , Sn,k) and OPT(P ′,k) (1+ r1) × costopt(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,k).
Fig. 2. Illustration of the proofs of Lemma 7 and Theorem 3.
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cli be the median point to which Si is connected in the optimal solution.
Consider all points pij , 1  j  |Si|, in a point-set Si . For the set C of medians, by triangle inequalities we have
dist(mi, cli ) dist(pij, cli ) + dist(pij,mi) (see Fig. 2). Summing over all points in Si , we have
|Si |dist(mi, cli )
∑
pij∈Si
dist(pij,mi) +
∑
pij∈Si
dist(pij, cli ).
Summing over all point-sets, we get
n∑
i=1
|Si |dist(mi, cli )
n∑
i=1
cost(Si,mi) + costopt(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,k).
Applying Lemma 6 to the above inequality, we obtain
n∑
i=1
|Si |dist(mi, cli ) 2× costopt(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,k).
In the above inequality, if we connect each weighted point mi (with weight |Si |) to the median point cli , we have a feasible
solution (with cost
∑n
i=1 |Si |dist(mi, cli )) to the weighted k-median problem of P . Clearly, the cost of this feasible solution
is no less than the optimal cost OPT(P ,k). Thus, we obtain OPT(P ,k) 2× costopt(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,k).
Similarly, we can prove OPT(P ′,k) (1+ r1) × costopt(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,k). 
Now we are ready to describe our algorithm. Let A be an approximation algorithm for the Euclidean k-median clustering
problem, which take a set P of points and an integer k as input, and rA be its performance ratio. Our approximation
algorithm for the KMS problem has the following steps.
1. Apply the approximation algorithm A for the Euclidean 1-median problem of each point-set Si . Let m′1,m′2, . . . ,m′n be
the 1-medians of the n point-sets.
2. Associate with each point m′i a weight |Si |. Let P ′ = {(m′1, |S1|), . . . , (m′n, |Sn|)} be the set of weighted points. Apply the
approximation algorithm A to the Euclidean k-median problem on P ′ . Let C ′ = {c′1, c′2, . . . , c′k} be the set of k medians
returned by A.
3. Connect each point-set Si to the median ci j to which mi is connected in the solution returned by A.
The following lemma shows that the above algorithm, although simple, yields a good solution to the KMS problem.
Theorem 3. The above algorithm is a (3+ )-approximation algorithm for the k-median clustering problem on point-sets.
Proof. We ﬁrst prove that cost(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,C ′)  3 × rA × costopt(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,k). For each point pij ∈ Si , we have
dist(pij, c
′
li
) dist(pij,m′i) + dist(m′i, cli ) (by triangle inequality). Summing over all 1 j  |Si |, we have
cost(Si, c
′
li
)
∑
pij∈Si
dist(pij,m
′
i) + |Si | × dist(m′i, c′li ).
Summing over all 1 i  n, we obtain
n∑
i=1
cost(Si, c
′
li
)
n∑
i=1
cost(Si,m
′
i) +
n∑
i=1
|Si | × dist(m′i, c′li ).
Since m′i is a r1-approximate solution to the 1-median problem of all points in Si , by Lemma 6, we know∑i=n
i=1 cost(Si,m′i)/r1  costopt(S1, S2, . . . , Sn,k). Also since C ′ = {c′1, . . . , c′k} is a rA-approximate solution of the weighted
points in P ′ , we have
n∑
i=1
|Si | × dist(m′i, c′li ) rA × OPT(P ′,k).
By Lemma 7, we have OPT(P ′,k) (1+ r1)costopt(S1, . . . , Sn,k). Putting all these estimations together, we have
n∑
i=1
cost(Si, c
′
li
) rA × (1+ r1) × costopt(S1, . . . , Sn,k),
and cost(S1, . . . , Sn,C ′)  (r1 + rA × (1 + r1))costopt(S1, . . . , Sn,k). The theorem then follows from the fact that there exist
(1+ )-approximation algorithms for the Euclidean k-median problem [13,16]. 
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